Reevaluating the association between emergency department heart rate and the development of posttraumatic stress disorder: A public health approach.
Preliminary investigations in select samples of trauma survivors presenting to acute care settings suggest an association between elevated emergency department heart rate (HR) and the subsequent development of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Other studies suggest no association, however. In a prospective cohort study of a population-based sample of 161 acutely injured surgical inpatients, HR was assessed at initial presentation to the emergency department. Symptoms of PTSD were assessed with the PTSD Checklist at the time of the surgical inpatient hospitalization and 1, 4-6, and 12 months postinjury. Emergency department HR > or = 95 beats per minute (BPM) was a significant independent predictor of PTSD symptoms in analyses that adjusted for relevant injury, clinical, and demographic characteristics. This HR cutoff demonstrated modest specificity (range 60%-65%) and sensitivity (range 49%-63%) for the prediction of chronic PTSD. We found an independent association between elevated emergency department HR > or = 95 BPM and PTSD symptoms in a representative sample of injured acute care inpatients. Future investigations that incorporate clinical epidemiologic methods in the study of acute care biological parameters have the potential to improve the quality of mental health care delivered to injured survivors of individual and mass trauma.